R Tape 4775 Conform

Premium High Tack Paper Application Tape

Product Description
This premium grade application tape is suitable for transfer of graphics in most standard and hard to lift applications, providing improved
effective lift over standard tapes. The paper is a heavyweight saturated type with higher elongation and resistance to abrasion, moisture and
ghosting. The adhesive is a natural rubber with higher tack levels to achieve more consistent transfer of computerised vinyl graphics
regardless of size and type.
The Conform series is formulated with R Tapes advanced technology in release liner adhesion, resisting tunnelling and edge curling, even on
rolled or stacked graphics. Conform series superior performance in lay flat and conformability presents neat, professional image and provides
trouble free production, application, handling and storage.
Features
 Immediate pick up for sign makers using computerised machines
 High adhesion applications for ‘hard to lift applications
 Masking for rough and embossed vinyls and plastics
 Excellent for ‘wet application work’
 Clean removal without hazing or discolouring
Application
 Apply firm pressure with a squeegee.
 Graphics are best removed with the application tape facing downwards and lifting the release liner upwards.
 If the tape becomes wet, remove immediately after application while still wet, to prevent leaving residue on the vinyl.
Storage
 Store in a cool, dry place. The paper and rubber based adhesive absorb moisture over time which will cause it to ‘block’ onto the roll if not
stored correctly. This can also be prevented by storing in the polythene bag. Do not leave exposed in cold or damp conditions for any
period of time. Do not get wet. Store on end.
Type
Adhesive:
Tack:
Paper:

Specifications
Natural rubber
Low
Special white

Tape thickness:
Adhesion to steel:
Tensile:
Elongation:
Tear resistance:

5 mils
17-19 oz/ in width
19 lb/in
12%
100grms

Warranty: Metamark (UK) Limited warrants to its customers that completed decorative markings which utilise Metamark SignVinyl will remain in good
condition without excessive fading or colour degradation for the specified life time of each material when correctly stored a nd applied in accordance with
procedures outlined in the technical literature. If within the specified years of normal use Metamark SignVinyl becomes inef fective for its intended use, then
Metamark will provide sufficient material to produce a new replacement marking, and will also, at its own discretion, contribute an allowance towards the
costs involved in replacing the graphics. Please Note: The above data is given in good faith to provide an indication of the performance of the product.
Purchasers should consider the suitability of each product for its intended use and the purchaser assumes all risks in connection with such use. Seller shall
not be liable for damages in excess of the purchase price of the product nor for incidental nor consequential loss.

